ABOUT the QUESTION BANKS

For each of the 5 units of this curriculum, and for many of the additional resources found in the last binder (More Resources Folders), there is a single document called a Question Bank.

Each Question Bank includes the title of all documents listed in a given unit, followed by a selection of multiple choice test items relating to that document. Overall, test items were designed to test a range of student learning (tied to the levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy, which is found in the Xtras for Planning Folder in the Welcome Binder of this set).

These Question Banks and test items are intended to help teachers with test-making. Example unit tests are found in each Unit binder (the test is in the Student Handouts Folder and the answer key is in the Teacher’s Notes Folder in each unit). It’s easy to select different test items to create your own test, too. A template is included in this folder for that purpose.

Also, go to the Web site at: www.SciHI.hawaii.edu or the compact disk to find all the electronic files for test-making you need. The online documents are accessible with a very quick log-in and can be cut and pasted easily into the template (which is also online and on the disk). If you’re “log in shy” just e-mail Lisa at lisa.galloway@hawaii.edu

Note: all answer keys, teacher’s notes, student tests, the and the discussion board are accessible to teacher’s only via the simple member’s log in. All other online curriculum materials will be available to students and the general public any time.